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The medial septum controls hippocampal
supra-theta oscillations

Bálint Király 1,2, Andor Domonkos 3, Márta Jelitai3, Vítor Lopes-dos-Santos 4,
Sergio Martínez-Bellver1,5, Barnabás Kocsis1,6, Dániel Schlingloff1,
Abhilasha Joshi 7, Minas Salib 7, Richárd Fiáth 6,8, Péter Barthó8,
István Ulbert 6,8, Tamás F. Freund 9, Tim J. Viney 7, David Dupret 4,
Viktor Varga 3 & Balázs Hangya 1

Hippocampal theta oscillations orchestrate faster beta-to-gamma oscillations
facilitating the segmentation of neural representations during navigation and
episodic memory. Supra-theta rhythms of hippocampal CA1 are coordinated
by local interactions as well as inputs from the entorhinal cortex (EC) and CA3
inputs. However, theta-nested gamma-band activity in themedial septum (MS)
suggests that theMSmay control supra-theta CA1 oscillations. To address this,
we performed multi-electrode recordings of MS and CA1 activity in rodents
and found that MS neuron firing showed strong phase-coupling to theta-
nested supra-theta episodes and predicted changes in CA1 beta-to-gamma
oscillations on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Unique coupling patterns of anatomically
defined MS cell types suggested that indirect MS-to-CA1 pathways via the EC
and CA3 mediate distinct CA1 gamma-band oscillations. Optogenetic activa-
tion of MS parvalbumin-expressing neurons elicited theta-nested beta-to-
gamma oscillations in CA1. Thus, the MS orchestrates hippocampal network
activity atmultiple temporal scales tomediatememory encoding and retrieval.

Hippocampal theta oscillations (4–12 Hz) of the local field potential
(LFP) reflect rhythmic inputs that orchestrate neuronal firing,
occurring typically during exploratory or memory-guided behaviors
or rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, and have been linked to
learning and memory1–9. Previous studies revealed an important
diversity of theta cycles along different dimensions, including
length10–13 and shape14 of the cycles or the presence of phase-
coupled oscillations in the beta (12-30 Hz) and gamma (30-140 Hz)
frequency bands15–22. Importantly, in rodents performing memory
tasks, cycle-by-cycle variations with differential contributions to
memory processes were found based on theta-nested spectral

components (tSCs), related to distinct spiking dynamics of CA1
pyramidal neurons15,23.

Themedial septum has a broad role in coordinating hippocampal
rhythmic activity through cholinergic, GABAergic and glutamatergic
projections12,24–33. Importantly, theMShas long been proposed as a key
nucleus in the generation of hippocampal theta oscillations30,34–38,
while the roles of other subcortical structures including the supra-
mammillary nucleus39–41 and the nucleus incertus42–46 are increasingly
recognized. Parvalbumin-expressing (PV) GABAergic neurons of the
MS, targeting the inhibitory neurons of the CA1, CA3 anddentate gyrus
areas24,47,48, have been suggested to play a pivotal role in controlling
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hippocampal theta rhythm49–52. Theta waves entrain faster, supra-theta
oscillations of the beta and gamma bands, thought to be routed from
different areas representing distinct memory processes15,18,22,53,54.
According to the current models, these oscillations are generated by
different extra- and intrahippocampal sources, mainly through inputs
from the CA3 (slow gamma, 30–50Hz), the entorhinal cortex (mid-
gamma, 50–100Hz) or local CA1 networks (fast gamma,
100–140Hz)19,53–60. However, the burst structure of MS neurons sug-
gests the septal presence of beta/gamma-band spectral
components61–63. Indeed, entorhinally projecting Orchid neurons of
theMS can couple to CA1mid-gamma oscillations64, and low-rhythmic
MS neurons, projecting to CA3 and dentate gyrus, can couple to slow-
and mid-gamma bands in dorsal CA147. This raises the question whe-
ther hippocampal theta-nested beta and gamma oscillations couple to
MS activities.

To address whether supra-theta oscillations in the CA1 are medi-
ated by the MS, we recorded CA1 LFP and MS single neuron activity
simultaneously in freely movingmice as well as urethane-anesthetized
mice and rats. We uncovered a wide-spread presence of beta/gamma
band spectral components in the MS, which showed transient coher-
ence with CA1 spectra at the time of MS neuron bursts. In the CA1, we
identified distinct tSCs representing beta (tSC1), slow gamma (tSC2),
mid-gamma (tSC3 and tSC4) and fast gamma (tSC5)
oscillations15,53,54,57–59. We found that firing rates and theta-coupling of
MS neurons changed with the occurrence of distinct CA1 tSCs, sug-
gesting that tSCs are also represented in MS network states. Further-
more, themajority ofMS neurons, includingmost constitutively theta-
rhythmic cells, showed strong phase-coupling to one or more CA1
tSCs. To better understand the causal relations in the reciprocally
connected septo-hippocampal circuit, we determined that most MS
neurons best locked to phase values of the tSC signals occurring at a
small temporal delay, i.e., activity changes of most MS neurons
anticipated correlated changes in hippocampal tSCs. Next, we inves-
tigated anatomically defined MS Orchid, Teevra and Low-rhythmic
Neurons47,48,64 with known projection targets, which revealed the
coupling of entorhinal-projecting, parvalbumin-expressing MS Orchid
cells to mid-gamma components and CA3-projecting MS cells to slow
gamma components, suggesting that indirect pathways between the
MS and CA1 via EC vs. CA3 mediate different gamma components.
These results encouraged us to test whether MS GABAergic neurons
are capable of evoking theta-nested beta and gamma oscillations, by
optogenetically stimulating PV-expressing MS neurons with theta-
modulated bursts of laser light, mimicking physiological tSCs. We
found that MS PV stimulation elicited artificial tSCs in the CA1 that
resembled their physiological counterparts in spectral content and
laminar distribution, demonstrating that the MS GABAergic network
can mediate supra-theta hippocampal oscillations. In contrast with
previous models, these results raise the possibility that the MS has a
hitherto overlooked role in CA1 oscillation genesis beyond the theta
frequency range.

Results
Supra-theta spectral components are present in the MS and the
CA1 of freely moving mice
To test whether MS neuronal activity correlates with hippocampal
theta-nested beta and gamma oscillations, we analyzed dual silicon
probe recordings from mice (n = 6) moving along a linear track,
monitoring CA1 local field potentials (LFPs) concurrently with MS
neuronal spiking (n = 365 neurons; Fig. 1a). Many MS neurons fired
bursts of action potentials, with inter-spike intervals corresponding to
beta/gamma band activity (Fig. 1a, b). In accordance, spectral analysis
revealed strong beta/gamma band activities besides theta-rhythmicity
of MS single neurons (Fig. 1c). We tested whether these beta/gamma
band spectral components were coherent with CA1 LFP and found an
increase in MS-CA1 coherence in the supra-theta bands after the burst

onset of individual MS units lasting ~50ms, likely corresponding to
bursts of action potentials (Fig. 1d).

Next, to decompose the CA1 LFP recorded from the radiatum
layer into theta and supra-theta components, we applied single-cycle
spectral profiling using empirical mode decomposition (EEMD), an
adaptive unsupervised spectral decomposition technique well-suited
for non-stationary signals65. By performing independent component
analysis (ICA) on the supra-theta spectral content of the theta cycles,
we confirmed the presence of five different theta-nested spectral
components15 (tSCs; Fig. 1e) that consistently occurred across indivi-
dual theta cycles, but remained hidden when only the average spectral
signature of all theta cycles was considered (Fig. 1f). Each tSC attrib-
uted largeweights to different characteristic frequency components in
the frequency range spanning beta to fast gamma bands (Fig. 1g and
Supplementary Fig. 1a, peak frequencies of the average power spectra
across all recordings: tSC1: 20Hz, tSC2: 32Hz, tSC3: 50Hz, tSC4: 74Hz,
tSC5: 179Hz). All five tSCs were robustly detected across mice (n = 6)
and recordings (n = 31) and an average of 30% of all theta cycles con-
tained at least one strong tSC (see Methods).

We askedwhether thepresenceof strong tSCswas correlatedwith
other parameters in which theta cycles showed diversity. First, we
found that theta cycles strongly expressing a tSC had a higher theta
frequency than those containing no strong tSCs (up to >1 Hzdifference
on average) and cycleswith gamma frequency tSCs (tSC2-5) hadhigher
theta frequency than tSC1-expressing cycles (Fig. 1h and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1b, repeated measures ANOVA with Tukey’s test for post hoc
analysis, p <0.001). We also found a positive correlation between the
strength of each tSC and theta frequency (Supplementary Fig. 1d,
Spearman correlation, p <0.001, tSC4 strength was the most corre-
lated). Second, we investigated whether cycles during long (>30 s)
continuous theta-dominant periodsdiffered from thoseduring shorter
periods or near theta segment boundaries. During long theta epochs,
tSCs were more frequent, and each tSC was detected in similar pro-
portions of theta cycles (similarly to ref. 15). In contrast, both during
short theta epochs and non-theta-to-theta transitions, tSC1-expressing
cycles were overrepresented and gamma frequency tSCs (tSC2-5)were
underrepresented (Fig. 1i).

Since hippocampal theta and gamma oscillations are correlated
with movement and velocity, we tested the expression of tSCs as a
function of animal speed. In line with previous studies66, we found that
mice were significantly faster during theta cycles with strong gamma
tSCs (tSC2-5) compared to tSC1-expressing cycles or cycleswith no tSC
(repeated measures ANOVA with Tukey’s test for post hoc analysis,
p <0.01, Fig. 1j and Supplementary Fig. 1c). The strength of gamma tSC
expression was positively correlated with animal speed (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1e, Spearman correlation, p <0.001, strongest correlation for
tSC4). In contrast, tSC1 expression showed aweak negative correlation
with speed. Since theta frequency also correlated with animal speed,
we calculated partial correlations among tSC strength, theta frequency
and velocity. All correlations remained strongly significant (p < 0.001)
and decreased only slightly by removing the effect of the third vari-
able, demonstrating that these correlations occurred independently
(Supplementary Fig. 1f). Overall, these data confirmed the presence of
distinct theta-nested spectral components in mouse CA1 LFP
recordings.

MS single neuron firing is correlated with hippocampal tSCs
To test whether MS neurons’ activity patterns are linked to hippo-
campal tSCs, we first examined changes in the firing rate of MS single
units across theta cycles with different tSCs (n = 198 MS neurons with
firing rate > 3Hz and stable spike amplitude). We found that MS neu-
rons weremore active during theta cycles expressing tSCs than during
those without strong tSC presence (Figs. 2a and 2b left, repeated
measures ANOVA with Tukey’s test for post hoc analysis, p <0.01).
Furthermore, the occurrence of gamma frequency tSCs, particularly
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tSC4 in the mid-gamma range, were associated with the highest MS
firing rates (82%, 163/198 neurons weremost active during theta cycles
with gamma-band tSCs, Figs. 2a and 2b, repeated measures ANOVA
with Tukey’s test for post hoc analysis, p <0.05, example neurons #1
and #2). However, there was a subset of MS neurons (14%, 27/198) that
were the most active during cycles expressing the beta range tSC1
component (Figs. 2a and 2b right, example neuron #3).

Many MS neurons show phase-coupling to hippocampal theta
oscillation63,67. We hypothesized that a possible association between
hippocampal tSCs and MS activity might also be reflected in differ-
ential theta-phase coupling properties of MS neurons. Therefore, we
testedwhetherMS neurons phase-coupled to hippocampal theta (91%,
181/198; Rayleigh’s test for circular uniformity, p <0.01) changed their
preferred theta phase (mean angle) and phase-coupling strength
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(mean resultant length) according to the presence of hippocampal
tSCs. Indeed, we found many examples of MS neurons showing dif-
ferent phase-coupling strength (Fig. 2a), and sometimes even different
preferred theta phase (example neuron #2) depending on which tSC
was present. On average, theta-coupling was strongest in theta cycles
expressing gamma frequency tSCs, particularly mid-gamma tSC4
(repeated measures ANOVA with Tukey’s test for post hoc analysis,
p <0.001), and weakest in cycles expressing the beta range tSC1
(p < 0.01, Fig. 2c and d). The majority of theta-coupled MS neurons
fired at an earlier phase in tSC1-expressing cycles compared to other
theta cycles, most prominently in comparison with tSC4-expressing
cycles (60%, 108/181, Fig. 2e; largest difference in preferred phase was
found for the neurons most active during tSC1 cycles; Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2).

MS neurons often show phase-locked rhythmic bursting activ-
ity during hippocampal theta oscillations48,50,68,69. Furthermore,
constitutively bursting (CB) MS neurons, which express theta-
rhythmic burst firing both in the presence and absence of CA1 theta
rhythms, have been proposed to be important part of the theta-
generating subcortical network (referred to as putative pacemakers
by some studies)48–50,61,63. To test whether this rhythmicity property
is correlated with the tSC-related firing behavior of MS neurons, we
classified MS neurons based on their rhythmicity during hippo-
campal theta and non-theta periods52 (Supplementary Fig. 3, see
also Methods). Along with the putative pacemaker constitutively
bursting neurons (10% of all recorded MS units, Supplementary
Fig. 3a–d), we identified two additional special subpopulations
based on their rhythmic properties. Theta-associated bursting
neurons (12%) were theta-rhythmic but only when theta oscillation
was detected in the hippocampus (Supplementary Fig. 3e-h). Toni-
cally active neurons (3%) showed regular rhythmic activity with little
to no phase coupling to hippocampal LFP (Supplementary Fig. 3i–l).
Constitutively bursting and theta-associated bursting populations
showed increased firing rate and theta coupling in theta cycles with
gamma-band tSCs, especially tSC4 (Supplementary Figs. 2g, h and
4b, c), similarly to the entire population of theta-coupled MS neu-
rons (Fig. 2b–d). Interestingly, tonically activeMS neuronswere also
firing more in theta cycles with gamma-band tSCs compared to
those expressing tSC1, despite their lack of phase coupling to theta
(Supplementary Fig. 4d, repeated measures ANOVA with Tukey’s
test for post hoc analysis, p < 0.05).

Finally, we tested whether burst properties such as intra-burst
frequency, intra-burst spike number or theta-cycle skipping47,70,71

showed tSC-associated differences. We found that while intra-burst
frequencies of theta-coupled MS neurons were higher in cycles with
strong tSCs (except for tSC5 cycles, Fig. 2f, repeatedmeasures ANOVA
with Tukey’s test for post hoc analysis, p <0.05), burst parameters
were otherwise surprisingly stable across different types of theta
cycles (Supplementary Fig. 4a-c).

Most MS neurons are phase-coupled to beta-gamma band hip-
pocampal tSCs
In the previous section we demonstrated that the firing ofMS single
units was robustly modulated on a theta cycle basis according to
the presence of different tSCs. To directly test whether MS neu-
rons’ spiking correlated with hippocampal tSCs on shorter time
scales, we first calculated hippocampal LFP averages triggered on
the spikes of each medial septal neuron (spike triggered LFP aver-
age, STA; Fig. 3a, top). This analysis allows visualizing the average
hippocampal local field activity around MS action potentials.
Beyond the well-documented phase locking of septal firing to
hippocampal theta cycles, these STA calculations often revealed
additional faster oscillatory components, indicating that MS neu-
rons may phase lock to supra-theta hippocampal frequency bands
as well (Fig. 3a top, black arrowheads). To confirm this, we next
calculated average LFP spectrograms triggered on MS action
potentials (spike triggered LFP spectrograms, STS; Fig. 3a). Ana-
logous to STA, this analysis shows the average LFP spectral ampli-
tude and phase around MS spikes. We normalized these
spectrograms for each individual frequency, revealing those
spectral components that change near MS firing. This normal-
ization removed the stationary theta-frequency component from
the STS power and clearly revealed spectral increases associated
with MS firing in the beta and gamma bands (Fig. 3a, middle and
bottom).

This prompted us to test whether individual MS neurons
showed phase-coupling to hippocampal tSCs. Indeed, we found
many examples where MS spikes were coupled to tSC phases
(Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 5). Neurons phase-coupled to
locally or distantly recorded oscillatory activity often show a tem-
poral offset between the two signals, which can be estimated by
calculating the phase-locking strength as a function of possible time
lags and localizing the maximum of this function (Z-shift
method)49,72. To estimate and account for these offsets, we calcu-
lated Rayleigh’s Z-statistic for each MS neuron, quantifying phase-
locking strength, with temporal shifts added to the spikes in the
−100 ms – 100ms range. We found that 51% of all recorded MS
neurons were phase-coupled to at least one tSC (Fig. 3c; p < 0.05 at
any of the temporal shifts, Rayleigh’s test for circular uniformity,
type I errors were controlled with Storey’s false discovery rate
method73; no robust phase coupling to tSC5 were found). This was
not explained by theta-phase correlations of tSCs and MS spikes,
since shuffling spikes across theta cycles reduced coupling strength
in 93% of cases (Supplementary Fig. 6a) and removed most of the
significant phase-coupling of MS neurons to tSCs (72, 95, 100 and
95% for tSC1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively; Supplementary Fig. 6b).
Moreover, a closer look at intra-burst spike timing revealed a subset
of MS neurons showing correlations of MS intra-burst frequencies
with the concurrent tSCs (Supplementary Fig. 7). The preferred

Fig. 1 | Supra-theta spectral components in the MS and the hippocampal CA1
radiatum layer of freely moving mice. a Top, schematic of dual silicon probe
recordings from the hippocampal CA1 region and the MS. Bottom, example of
synchronously recorded CA1 LFPs and MS extracellular spike rasters. b Inter-spike
interval histogram of an example MS neuron (top) and average of all recorded MS
neurons (bottom, n = 365 neurons from 6 awake mice). c Power spectrum of an
example MS neuron (top) and average of all recorded MS neurons (bottom,
n = 365). d Top, normalized average wavelet spectrogram of an example MS spike
train (convolved by a Gaussian window, see Methods) triggered on first spikes of
bursts. Bottom, average coherence between MS spiking and CA1 LFP triggered on
first spikes of bursts of an example MS neuron. Spectrograms were normalized by
the mean power for each frequency, thus visualizing the spectral changes around
the triggering event. e Example theta cycles dominatedbydifferent tSCs. Black, raw
LFP signal; red, theta band signal; brown, supra-theta signal extracted by EEMD.
Blue, green, purple andorange lines show thedominant tSCs in eachexample cycle.

fMean amplitude of supra-theta spectral components as a function of theta phase
was computed from the raw LFP of an example session, for all cycles (top left) and
for cycles strongly expressing a given tSC. Two theta cycles are shown, indicated by
white cosine curves. g Average power spectrum of tSCs across all sessions. Peak
frequencies are shown in the brackets. Error shades show the standard error of the
mean. h Frequency of theta cycles expressing different tSCs. i Average proportion
of theta cycles expressing each tSC during long theta periods (left), short theta
epochs (middle) and around theta segment boundaries (right). Insets show the
proportion of theta cycle expressing any of the tSCs. j Speed of mice during theta
cycles expressing different tSCs. Box-whisker plots show median, interquartile
range and non-outlier range in panels h–j. Differences were tested with two-sided
repeatedmeasuresANOVAandTukey’s post hoc test and significant differences are
indicated by the color-coded matrices in (h and j). Source data are provided as a
Source Data file.
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phase of MS neurons covered the entire tSC cycles, albeit not uni-
formly in case of tSC1 and tSC2 (Fig. 3d, Rayleigh-test; tSC1,
p = 0.0446; tSC2, p = 0.0024). Several neurons were coupled to
more than one tSC and coupling to slower tSCs was more frequent
than to faster tSCs (Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 5). Phase-locking
to tSCs was more common among cells phase-coupled to hippo-
campal theta as well (53% vs. 35% in the non-theta-coupled

subpopulation), and tSC-coupled MS neurons showed higher firing
rate, stronger theta-coupling, longer bursts and more gamma-band
inter-spike intervals than MS neurons not significantly coupled to
tSCs (Supplementary Fig. 8). Interestingly, the majority of con-
stitutively bursting (78%) and theta-associated bursting (59%) neu-
rons were strongly coupled to tSCs, while 5 of 11 tonically active
neurons showed tSC coupling (Fig. 3f).
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MS neurons temporally lead hippocampal beta-gamma band
activity
To determine the direction of possible causal relationships between
MS and hippocampal activity, we investigated whether MS activity
changes consistently anticipated or lagged correlated changes in hip-
pocampal tSCs. For that, we quantified the coupling strength (Ray-
leigh’s Z-value) between MS firing and hippocampal tSCs as a function
of a temporal lag, similar to a crosscorrelation analysis. Peak coupling
strength in the negative domain indicated that the MS neuron best
coupled to the future of the hippocampal tSC, thus temporally led
hippocampal population activity. We examined the distribution of the
optimal lags that provided the strongest coupling, and the average of
the normalized Z-value functions for tSC-coupled MS neurons (Fig. 4).
We found that the majority of the tSC-coupled MS neurons preceded
the correspondinghippocampal tSCs, indicatedby (i) negativeoptimal
lags in 58% of the neurons (tSC1, 65%; tSC2, 52%; tSC3, 55%; tSC4, 56%;
median optimal lags, tSC1, −8 ms; tSC2, −1 ms; tSC3, −6 ms; tSC4, −9
ms), (ii) negative peak locations of the average Z-value functions (tSC1,
−8 ms; tSC2, −4 ms; tSC3, −8 ms; tSC4, −9 ms), and (iii) larger area
under the average Z-value function in the negative vs. the positive half-
plane (the lags splitting the area under the curve to two equal halves:
tSC1, −6 ms; tSC2, −5 ms; tSC3, −6 ms; tSC4, −7 ms). Furthermore, the
vast majority (81%) of tSC-coupled constitutively bursting neurons
were preceding tSCs (tSC1, 96%; tSC2, 71%; tSC3, 73%; tSC4, 71%;
Supplementary Fig. 9), with a significantly larger lag compared to the
rest of the coupled population (p =0.0024, one-tailed Mann-Whitney
U-test; the lags splitting the areas to equal halves: tSC1, −13 ms; tSC2,
−11 ms; tSC3, −9 ms; tSC4, −5 ms). Theta-associated bursting MS neu-
rons showed similar temporal properties for tSC1 and tSC2 (Supple-
mentary Fig. 10, p =0.033, one-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test; preceding
neurons: tSC1, 83%; tSC2, 65%; lags splitting the areas to equal halves:
tSC1, −11 ms; tSC2, −8 ms).

Revealing the optimal lag between spike timing of each tSC-
coupled MS neuron and the concurrent tSCs allowed us to align MS
spikes with the corresponding tSC cycles, which enabled further
refinement of the correlation analysis between MS intra-burst spike
timing and tSCs. We found systematic tSC cycle length variations, with
cycles around the largest trough being slower than flanking cycles.
This slowing of tSCs was reflected in longer time intervals between
corresponding troughs and peaks of MS firing rate changes (Supple-
mentary Fig. 11). These correlations between MS intra-burst spike
timing and concurrent tSCs suggest that the MS might be closely
integrated into the hippocampal gamma generation mechanisms.

Differential coupling of anatomically identified MS cells to
CA1 tSCs
Several kinds of neurons in the MS have been defined based on their
combined firing patterns, neurochemical profile, and cortical projec-
tion targets47,48,64 (Fig. 5a). Based on the differential engagement of CA1
inputs in theta-nested slow,mid and fast gammaoscillations21,22,54,59, we
reasoned that these definedMS cellsmay participate differently in CA1

tSCsof distinct frequencies, in correlationwith theirprojections toCA1
input regions. To test this, we analyzed MS neurons recorded and
labeled juxtacellularly in awake mice, with concurrent recordings of
CA1 LFP, from three studies47,48,64 (Fig. 5b).

GABAergic MS Teevra cells fire short-duration theta-rhythmic
bursts, projectmainly to the CA3 (some of them also to CA1 to a lesser
degree), target PV+ axo-axonic and CCK+ interneurons, and are
themselves PV-expressing48. We analyzed n = 9 Teevra cells from 9
mice and found that they mostly couple to beta/slow-gamma tSC1
(n = 5/9) and tSC2 (n = 4/9), while no coupling to faster tSCs was
detected (Fig. 5c, d).

MSOrchid cellsfire longer duration theta-bursts, sendprojections
to the entorhinal cortex, the dorsal presubiculumand the retrosplenial
cortex, target PV+ and nNOS+ interneurons, and are themselves PV-
expressing64. We analyzed n = 7 Orchid cells from different mice and
found that these neurons could couple to both low- and mid-gamma
tSCs (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 5c, tSC1, n = 7/7; tSC2, n = 6/7;
tSC3, n = 4/6; tSC4, n = 3/6; one neuron could not be tested for tSC3
and 4 due to insufficient data, see Methods).

Low rhythmic neurons (LRNs) form a group of MS cells that fire
with a lower degree of rhythmicity, are suppressed during CA1
sharp-wave ripples and mostly lack detectable PV immunor-
eactivity, with common projections mainly to CA3 and the dentate
gyrus47. By analyzing n = 10 LRNs from separate awakemice (Fig. 5c),
we found that they showed coupling to the beta-band tSC1 (n = 6/
10), and only occasional coupling to other tSCs (tSC2, n = 3/10; tSC3,
n = 0/10; tSC4, n = 1/8; two neurons could not be tested for tSC4 due
to insufficient data, see Methods). LRN neurons coupled to tSC1 or
tSC2 but not to tSC4 were projecting to CA3 (n = 3/3, no projection
data for two neurons). Interestingly, the only tSC4-coupled LRN
neuron (MS104e) was a remarkable outlier sharing some properties
of Orchid neurons: it was coupled to both tSC1 and tSC2, expressed
PV, projected to the CA1, retrosplenial cortex, dorsal subiculum and
dorsal presubiculum via the fornix and did not project to CA3 or
dentate gyrus. The group of LRNs coupled only to tSC1 (cellsMS16d,
TV77q, TV78l) comprised the PV-negative Calbindin-negative sub-
population of LRNs47.

Next, we visualized the distribution of preferred phases of these
anatomically identified MS neurons relative to the different tSCs
(Fig. 5d). We observed a non-uniform distribution of phase preference
in case of tSC1 and tSC2, similar to our previous, unlabeled cell data
(Fig. 3d), with different identified MS neuron types exhibiting ten-
dencies of firing at distinct tSC phases (Fig. 5d bottom).We also tested
whether Teevra, Orchid and LRN neurons preceded or followed CA1
tSC activity by repeating the time-shifted phase coupling analysis
(Fig. 4) and found a clear temporal antecedence in case of the Orchid
neurons (Fig. 5e and Supplementary Fig. 5c). Finally, we found that
intra-burst frequencies of MS PV+ neurons showed a correlation with
concurrent tSCs (Supplementary Fig. 12) based on average inter-spike
interval histograms, similar to what we found for a subset of uni-
dentified MS neurons (Supplementary Fig. 7).

Fig. 3 | MS neurons show phase coupling to hippocampal tSCs. a Top, spike
triggered averages (STA) of the raw CA1 LFPs of an example MS neuron. Theta
cycles were sorted by tSC expression (from left to right, all cycles included, theta
cycles expressing tSC1 to tSC5). Arrowheads indicate tSC peaks. Middle, spike
triggered spectral power images (STS power) of the CA1 LFP for the same example
neuron. Bottom, corresponding spike triggered spectral phase images (STS phase)
of the same MS neuron. b Firing pattern of two tSC-coupled example MS neurons
(example neuron #2 to tSC1 and tSC2, example neuron #3 to tSC3 and tSC4). Top,
average tSC signals. Middle, raster plots of spike times aligned to themost negative
troughof the tSCsignalwithineach theta cycle. Bottom, peri-event timehistograms
(PETHs) corresponding to each spike raster (black; y-axis on the left) and Rayleigh’s
Z-value as a function of temporal offset between hippocampal tSCs and MS spike
trains (red; y-axis on the right). c Z-scored phase histograms of all tSC-coupled MS

neurons, sorted into four groups based on the tSC they are coupled to (blue, low
firing rate; yellow, high firing rate). Zero phase corresponds to tSC troughs (white
vertical lines). Cells within each group are sorted by their preferred phase in two
blocks: top, cells with maximum firing rate before the most negative tSC trough;
bottom, cells with maximal firing after the most negative tSC trough. Red arrow-
heads mark the example neurons from panel (b). d Histograms of preferred tSC
phases for all tSC-coupled MS neurons, sorted into four groups based on the tSC
they are coupled to. e Left, histogram of the number of tSCs single MS neurons are
coupled to. Right, number of neurons phase-coupled to each tSC. f Stacked bar
chart showing the proportion of tSC-coupled neurons (empty bars) as a function of
their theta-coupling (left) and rhythmic firing properties (right). Source data are
provided as a Source Data file.
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Thus, two anatomically identified, theta-rhythmic PV-expressing
MS GABAergic cell types exhibited strong correlations with CA1 tSCs,
the CA3-projecting Teevra cells being locked to beta/low-gamma, and
the entorhinal-projecting Orchid cells coupled to beta to mid-gamma
tSCs, in line with the assumed role of their projection targets in the
control of distinct gamma oscillations of the CA1.

Optogenetic stimulation of PV-expressing MS neurons evokes
tSC-like CA1 activities
The finding that MS firing anticipated hippocampal tSCs raised the
possibility that the MS has a role in tSC expression. Putative theta
pacemaker MS neurons, previously suggested to express PV48,52,63,74,
were most prominently predicting tSCs in the CA1 (Fig. 5e and Sup-
plementary Fig. 9). In accordance, we also demonstrated that n = 10/14
identified PV-expressing MS neurons showed coupling to more than
one tSC (n = 1/8 PV-negative neurons, Fig. 5c) and the PV-expressing
Orchid cell group consistently anticipated hippocampal tSCs.

Therefore, we focused on PV-expressing MS neurons and tested
whether they are capable of evoking theta-nested beta and gamma

oscillations. First, we performed in vitro whole-cell patch clamp
recordings from acute hippocampal slices of PV-Cre mice (n = 6)
injected with an AAV vector containing Cre-dependent ChR2-eYFP in
the MS and confirmed a direct connection from MS PV+ neurons to
PV+ and somatostatin-expressing (SOM+) interneurons in the dorsal
CA1 and CA3 (Supplementary Fig. 13a-d). We performed photo-
stimulation of MS PV+ fibers with theta-modulated bursts of laser light
pulses (theta-modulated stimulation, tmS1-4), mimicking physiologi-
cal tSC1-4 rhythms, and found that most hippocampal interneurons
were capable of following the tmS1-3 burst stimulation patters with
IPSCs, IPSPs and rebound spikes (Supplementary Fig. 13e–g).

Next, we performed acute optogenetic stimulation experi-
ments in awake PV-IRES-Cre mice injected with AAV2/5.DIO.h-
ChR2.eYFP (n = 7, see Supplementary Fig. 14 for histological track
reconstruction and viral expression in PV cells) or with the AAV2/
5.DIO.eYFP control virus (n = 3). We stimulated channelrhodopsin2-
expressing MS PV neurons with tmS1-4 stimulation patterns, and
recorded LFP and single unit activities from CA1 concurrently
(Fig. 6a). We observed high amplitude stimulation-evoked tSC-like
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oscillations from CA1 in all channelrhodopsin2-expressing animals
but not in control mice. These oscillations largely followed the sti-
mulation frequency and resembled physiological tSCs in spectral
content (Fig. 6a, b and Supplementary Fig. 15). We also found
stimulus-evoked tSC-associated firing of single CA1 neurons, with
some putative CA1 interneurons robustly following the stimulation
frequency from tmS1 to tmS4 (Fig. 6c and Supplementary Fig. 16). In

sum, these experiments demonstrated that MS PV neurons are
capable of evoking tSC-like activity in the CA1 network.

We next examined the laminar profiles of both spontaneous and
stimulation-induced tSCs to examine their layer-specific sources.
Therefore, we performed current-source density (CSD) analysis with
electrode arrays spanning the full somato-dendritic axis of CA1 pyr-
amidal neurons (n = 4 mice for spontaneous and n = 4 mice for
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stimulation-induced tSCs). We examined the frequency – theta phase
relationship of the CSD signal, allowing us to specifically compare
currents related to the different tSCs. In line with previous
studies15,22,55,58,59, spontaneous fast gamma signals (tSC5) were domi-
nant in the pyramidal layer, while slower oscillations emerged from
deeper layers (Fig. 6d and Supplementary Fig. 17). Spontaneous mid-
gamma oscillations (tSC3 and tSC4) were characterized by prominent
currents in stratum lacunosummoleculare, while tSC1 and tSC2 signals
were most distinct from mid-gamma signals in stratum radiatum.
Examining laminar profiles of the stimulation-induced theta cycles
revealed similar spatial current source density distributions. The pyr-
amidal layer CSD was dominated by fast gamma components regard-
less of the intra-burst frequency of the stimulation. Meanwhile,
stimulation-evoked tSCs following the stimulation frequencies in the
beta to mid-gamma range had strong currents in the deeper layers,
most prominently in stratum lacunosum moleculare (Fig. 6e).

GABAergic septo-hippocamal feedback suppresses tSC
generation
The MS not only sends GABAergic projections to the hippocampus,
but also receives inputs from hippocampal somatostatin-expressing
(SOM+) GABAergic neurons forming a reciprocally connected inhibi-
tory circuit75–79. To fully explore the roleof this circuit in the generation
of the supra-theta oscillations, we performed optogenetic suppression
experiments using SwiChR in 4 of the freely moving SOM-IRES-Cre
mice used in this study (Fig. 6f). Mice underwent bilateral injections of
AAV5-Ef1a-DIO-SwiChRca-TS-EYFP in the dorsal CA1. To enable the
inhibition of the hippocampo-septal projections, each shank of the
septal silicon probes in these animals were equipped with an optical
fiber. Four additional mice were injected with AAV5-Ef1a-DIO-EYFP
control virus and implanted with 2 optical fibers bilaterally.

These experiments revealed that the proportion of theta cycles
strongly expressing tSCs significantly increased during the inhibition
of these feedback projections compared to control periods without
stimulation (paired, two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.0015,
Fig. 6g; no effect observed in control animals, p =0.7422, Supple-
mentary Fig. 18a). These results suggest that this inhibitory feedback
loop may play a role in suppressing the septo-hippocampal generator
of supra-theta oscillations.

Next, we examined the impact of optogenetic suppression of
SOM+ hippocampo-septal projections in the MS on tSC-coupled and
non-coupled MS neurons. More tSC-coupled than non-coupled MS
neurons showed a > 10% firing rate increase during stimulation
(tSC-coupled, 20%; non- coupled, 13%). These neurons were likely
directly targeted by the hippocampo-septal pathway and thus disin-
hibited upon inhibition of the hippocampo-septal GABAergic fibers.
We also found MS neurons that showed firing rate suppression, pos-
sibly via the disinhibited neurons. We found that less tSC-coupled MS
neurons were suppressed than non-coupled neurons (tSC-coupled,
32%; non-coupled, 39%; Supplementary Fig. 18b).

We also tested the effect of 20Hzoptogenetic stimulation of SOM
+ fibers in the Fimbria of channelrhodopsin-expressing SOM-Cre mice

(n = 2) on tSC-coupled and non-coupled MS neurons. Many MS neu-
rons showed firing rate suppression, which might be due to direct
targeting of these cells by the hippocampo-septal inhibitory pathway.
Some MS neurons showed firing rate increase, possibly disinhibited
through the suppressed group. This population was more numerous
among the not tSC-coupledMS neurons compared to the tSC-coupled
ones (tSC-coupled, 6%; non-coupled, 18%; Supplementary Fig. 18c).

We found a significantly higher proportion of tSC-coupled neu-
rons among the MS neurons activated upon SwiChR-mediated inhibi-
tion of hippocampo-septal GABAergic fibers then among the
suppressed ones (65% vs. 48%, chi-squared test, p =0.0322). This dif-
ferencewas due to a larger percentage of ‘follower’ neurons (oneswith
positive lags in the Z-shift analysis, demonstrating activity changes
following/lagging CA1 activity changes) in the activated group (Sup-
plementary Fig. 18d). In accordance, during optogenetic stimulation of
the hippocampo-septal pathway, we found the lowest proportion of
tSC-coupled neurons among the activated group, which was sig-
nificantly less compared to the non-reactive neurons (31% vs, 63%, chi-
squared test, p =0.0428, Supplementary Fig. 18d). These results may
indicate that there might be more tSC-coupled neurons among MS
neurons directly targeted by the hippocampo-septal feedback.

MS neurons couple to tSCs in anesthetized mice and rats
To testwhether thesefindings canbegeneralized across theta rhythms
in awake and anesthetized rodents and across mice and rats10,11, we
attempted to discriminate different types of theta cycles from the LFP
recorded from the CA1 radiatum layer of urethane-anesthetized rats
(n = 6) and mice (n = 5) using a similar approach. The EEMD algorithm
successfully detected tSCs in urethane-anesthetized rodents (Fig. 7a, b
and Supplementary Fig. 19a, b). However, these were substantially less
common than in awake mice (24% of all theta cycles both in rats and
mice, Fig. 7c and Supplementary Fig. 19c). Theywere also described by
slower characteristic frequencies, consistent with a general slowing of
many oscillatory patterns during anesthesia including theta80–83.
Additionally, they showed a weaker separation in theta phase across
tSCs, arguing for potential mechanistic differences in oscillation gen-
esis under anesthesia.

To test the potential contribution of the MS, we examined whe-
ther concurrently recorded MS neurons showed phase-coupled firing
to tSCs in anesthetized rodents, too. Indeed, we found significant
phase-locking in 33% and 35% of MS neurons recorded from urethane-
anesthetized rats andmice, respectively (Rayleigh’s test, p <0.05, type
I errors were controlled with Storey’s false discovery rate method73,
Fig. 7c and Supplementary Fig. 19d). These data indicate that the MS
networkmay contribute to theta-gamma coordination in the CA1 even
in the absence of sensory inputs.

Theta-nested spectral components are present in the ven-
tral CA1
Finally, running EEMD analysis on a public dataset84 revealed beta-
gamma band tSCs in ventral hippocampus recordings (Supplementary
Fig. 20). Distinct tSCs followed the same characteristic frequencies in

Fig. 5 | Anatomically identifiedMS cells showdifferential coupling to CA1 tSCs.
a Main projection targets of Teevra, Orchid and low rhythmic (LRN) MS neurons
(MS, medial septum; DG, dentate gyrus; PrS, presubiculum; EC, entorhinal
cortex)47, 48, 64. b Top, schematic of the juxtacellular labeling and recording
experiment with concurrent recordings from CA1 pyramidal layer in awake mice.
Bottom, example of simultaneously recorded CA1 LFPs and MS spikes. c Left, tSC-
coupling, immunoreactivity and projection targets of identified MS neurons. Cells
were sorted based on the fastest tSC they were coupled to. Right, number of
Teevra, Orchid and LRN neurons phase-coupled to each tSC. PV, parvalbumin; CB,
calbindin; mGluR1a, metabotropic glutamate receptor 1a; NK1R, neurokinin 1
receptor; SUB, dorsal subiculum; PrSd, dorsal presubiculum; RSg, granular retro-
splenial cortex. AJ50j is a putative EC-projecting neuron, as itsmain axon faded just

rostral to caudo-dorsal EC. d Top, Z-scored phase histograms of all identified tSC-
coupledMS neurons, sorted into four groups based on the tSC they are coupled to
(blue, low firing rate; yellow, high firing rate). Zero phase corresponds to tSC
troughs (white vertical lines). Cellswithin eachgroupwere sortedby theirpreferred
phase in two blocks: top, cells with maximum firing rate before the most negative
tSC trough; bottom, cells with maximal firing after the most negative tSC trough.
Bottom, polar plot showing the phase preference (angle) and coupling strength
(radius) of differentMSneuron types for each tSC. eDistributionof time lags across
different MS neuron types that realize the maximal phase locking as quantified by
Rayleigh’s Z-values, separately for each tSC. Source data are provided as a Source
Data file.
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the beta to mid-gamma range as in the dorsal CA1, with largely similar
theta-gammaphase-amplitude coupling. In contrast, tSC5measured in
the ventral CA1 was typically slower (with a peak around 80–90Hz)
and preferred the same phase as the mid-gamma components. Thus,
while tSC5 in dorsal CA1 is thought to reflect local processing19,55,
ventral hippocampal tSC5 might rather reflect conceptually different
network mechanisms, possibly controlled by external inputs similarly

to mid-gamma components. Observing dorso-ventral similarities in
tSCs1-4 may reflect similar oscillation mechanisms across the CA1.

Discussion
Hippocampal network activities of different time scales are not inde-
pendent but interact in specific ways. The momentary phase of the
4–12Hz theta oscillation modulates the fluctuating spectral power of
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faster, beta/gamma band oscillations85–88. This so-called cross-fre-
quency coupling has been shown to be important for cognitive func-
tions such as working memory89,90. Medial septal GABAergic neurons
have a central role in orchestrating theta oscillations; however, whe-
ther they also participate in regulating faster, supra-theta oscillations
of the hippocampus is unclear. While phase coupling to entorhinal or
hippocampal gammaoscillations has been demonstrated for someMS
cell types47,64, hippocampal gamma oscillations are typically inter-
preted without including theMS in the gammagenerating network17,53.
We challenge this viewbydemonstrating thatMSfiring correlateswith,
predicts changes of and is capable of generating theta-nested beta/
gamma band oscillations in the CA1.

Early accounts of CA1 oscillatory activity revealed cross-frequency
coupling between theta and gamma oscillations91–93, giving rise to the
concept of theta-nested gamma bouts94–96. A landmark discovery of
functionally distinct CA1 oscillatory patterns within the gamma band
suggested the parallel presence of multiple fast-scale network
mechanisms organized by theta phase21,22,54. Recent studies revealed
that individual theta cycles can be reliably categorized by their beta/
gamma content, and these distinct theta-nested spectral components
also segregate at the network and functional levels15,97. This strength-
ens the prevailing view that theta cycles can be considered as indivi-
dual processing units that organize spatial processing7,98–100, episodic
memory encoding and retrieval70,101, by temporal arrangement of
information routing from distinct sources9,22,54.

Medial septal GABAergic neurons, particularly their parvalbumin-
expressing subpopulation, have been implicated in the genesis of CA1
theta oscillations. MS PV neurons project to the hippocampal forma-
tion and innervate GABAergic interneurons24,74,102–105. They were pro-
posed to pace the theta rhythm through providing rhythmic
disinhibition of pyramidal neurons via their interneuron
targets49,51,63,67,106,107, probably as part of a wider theta synchronization
network that includes other MS populations47,48,50,52,64,108,109, the supra-
mammillary nucleus39–41, the nucleus incertus42–46,110 and the raphe
nuclei111,112. Additionally, previous studies suggested the presence of
higher frequency spectral elements in the MS47,64, which we also con-
firmed (Fig. 1b, c). However, while the involvement of cholinergic
mechanisms in theta-gamma coupling has been demonstrated33, the
role of the MS GABAergic projection in controlling hippocampal
gamma rhythms is less explored17. Since basal forebrain PV neurons
that project to the neocortex can control gamma rhythms in the
frontal cortices113,114, wehypothesized thatMSPVneuronsprojecting to
the hippocampus may exert a similar influence on CA1 supra-theta
oscillations.

First, we confirmed the presence of tSC components in the CA1 of
micemoving freely on a linear track, which appeared in coherencewith
MS bursts with beta-gamma band intra-burst spike frequencies61–63. In
linewith former results15, we reliably detectedfivedistinct theta-nested

spectral components well-separated in frequency and preferred theta
phase. One or more of these tSCs were strongly expressed in nearly
one third of all theta cycles. The identified tSCs exhibited different
characteristic frequencies spanning the beta to fast gamma range,
resembling supra-theta oscillations reported in previous
studies15,21,53,54,58,59. For instance, tSC2 matched the frequency of slow
gamma oscillations, thought to promote memory retrieval driven by
CA319,54,57, whereas tSC3 and tSC4 were characterized by mid-gamma
frequencies suggested to originate from the medial entorhinal
cortex57. We confirmed that the strength of most tSCs (tSC2-tSC5)
positively correlated with animal speed15,66, while interestingly,
tSC1 showed a significant negative correlation. Faster locomotion is
accompanied by higher theta frequencies; this might be related to
place coding, which is probably a strong organizing factor while col-
lecting episodic memories during movement115. Theta frequency was
gradually increasing with the frequency of the spectral component
nested in the theta cycle for tSC1-tSC4, likely reflecting that mid-
gamma components are related to memory encoding processes17,54.
Interestingly, theta frequency during theta cycles expressing tSC5
components, which are thought to reflect internal processing in CA1,
did not follow this trend. We found an over-representation of tSC1,
corresponding to beta band oscillations, in short theta epochs and
during non-theta-to-theta transitions. In line with this, a recent study
found that theta-nested hippocampal beta oscillations rapidly increase
at the onset of exploratory behavior, after which they gradually adapt
and fade, not explained by locomotion alone. The presence of these
beta bouts predicted subsequent performance in an object location
test116. Other studies found that hippocampal beta oscillations are
related to odor sampling117 and originate from the olfactory bulb118;
thus, these results together suggest that tSC1-dominated theta cycles
may be hallmarks of olfactory exploration and reflect a transient
increase in the synchrony between the olfactory system and the hip-
pocampus. We further propose that tSC1-dominated cycles inter-
spersed in longer theta episodes may also reflect increased odor
processing subserving exploration, planning andmemory, providing a
window on the information routing process of the hippocampal
network.

Most MS neurons showed higher firing rate and stronger theta
phase coupling during theta cycles in which tSC4 was present, corre-
sponding to mid-gamma oscillations that have been associated with
entorhinal inputs22. More place cells phase-lock to this gamma band
than to other supra-theta oscillations54, and this activity pattern might
be particularly important for memory encoding and long-term
potentiation. In accordance, Lopes-dos-Santos et al.15 found that the
tSC4 component strongly increased and predicted subsequent per-
formance during learning in a crossword maze15. Our results indicate
that the MS is strongly involved in the regulation of these learning-
related theta cycles, reflected in higher activity levels and stronger

Fig. 6 | Optogenetic stimulation of PV-expressing MS neurons evokes tSC-like
activity patterns in the CA1. a Left, schematic of the acute experiment with
optogenetic stimulation of PV-expressing MS neurons in awake mice. Right, raw
LFPs recorded from the CA1 radiatum layer (black) during photostimulation of MS
PV-expressing neurons. Blue ticks mark 2ms laser pulses. Stimulation was per-
formed in theta-modulated bursts of laser pulses (tmS) mimicking the different
frequencies of physiological tSCs (22Hz, 35 Hz, 54Hz, 80Hz). bMean amplitude of
supra-theta spectral components as a function of theta phase during the different
tmS protocols. Two theta cycles are shown, indicated by the white cosine curves.
c Spike rasters and peri-stimulus time histograms of a putative CA1 interneuron
aligned to the onset of each tmS sorted by stimulation frequency (blue lines,
photostimulation). Note the brief initial suppression of spiking upon photo-
stimulation before the firing rate increase (see also Supplementary Fig. 16).
d Laminar profile of currents related to spontaneous tSCs. Left, schematic of a
pyramidal cell showing CA1 layers (str. py., stratum pyramidale; str. rad., stratum
radiatum; str. lac. mol., stratum lacunosum moleculare). Stoyo, Karamihalev.

(2020). CA1 pyramidal neuron. Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4312494.
Right, mean amplitude of supra-theta CSD signals as a function of theta phase from
an example session of a freely moving mouse (see also Supplementary Fig. 17 for
the same analysis on cycles strongly expressing a particular tSC). Note that the
upper limit of the y-axis is extended in the stratum pyramidale panel to visualize
fast gamma-bands. White cosine curves, two theta cycles are shown. e Mean
amplitude of supra-theta CSD signals as a function of theta phase during different
tmSprotocols, showing the laminar profile of currents related to photostimulation-
evoked tSCs. White cosine curves indicate the theta phase defined from the
radiatum layer LFP. f Schematic of the experiment using SwiChR injected into the
CA1 and an optic fiber implanted into the MS. g Proportion of theta cycles
expressing tSCs during inhibition and control periods. Data points belonging to the
same recording session (n = 23) are connected with gray lines. Box-whisker plots
show median, interquartile range and non-outlier range. **p =0.0015, two-sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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phase-locking. This is in accordance with a long history of lesion,
pharmacology, stimulation and recording studies that identified the
MS as a crucial subcortical structure in declarative memory
formation37,45,115,119–131. Human patients with MS lesions, sometimes
caused by jet bleeding after arteria communicans anterior aneurysm
rupture, present the classic Korsakoff triad of anterograde and retro-
grade amnesia and confabulation132,133.

tSC5 attributed large weights to frequencies in the fast gamma
band, which are thought to be generated by local CA1 networks of
pyramidal cells and interneurons19,55. Also in line with previous

findings15,22,58,59, current source density analysis confirmed that
tSC5 signals were most prominent in the pyramidal layer, while slower
oscillations emerged from the deeper layers: tSC3 and tSC4 showed
strong currents in the lacunosum moleculare layer, while sources of
tSC1 and tSC2 signals were more localized to the stratum radiatum
than mid-gamma tSCs.

Although the strong phase-coupling of MS neurons to hippo-
campal theta is well established49,50,63,67,106, correlations between MS
firing and hippocampal gammaoscillations aremuch less explored47,64.
We found that a large proportion of MS neurons were phase-coupled
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Fig. 7 | MS neurons show phase coupling to hippocampal tSCs in anesthetized
rats. a Mean amplitude of supra-theta spectral components as a function of theta
phasewas computed from the rawLFPof anexample sessionof ananesthetized rat,
for all cycles (top left) and for cycles strongly expressing a given tSC. Two theta
cycles are shown, indicated by the white cosine curves. b Average tSCs spectra in
anesthetized rats (n = 6). Error shades show the standard error of themean.Median
peak frequencies for all recordings are shown in the brackets. c Proportion of theta
cycles expressing each tSC (n = 13 sessions). Boxes and whiskers show median,
interquartile range and non-outlier range. Insets show the proportion of theta cycle

expressing any of the tSCs.d Left, Z-scored phase histograms of all tSC-coupledMS
neurons, sorted into four groups based on the tSC they are coupled to (blue, low
firing rate; yellow, high firing rate). Zero phase corresponds to tSC troughs (white
vertical lines). Cells within each group are sorted by their preferred phase in two
blocks: top, cells with maximum firing rate before the most negative tSC trough;
bottom, cells withmaximalfiring after themost negative tSC trough. Right, number
of neurons phase-coupled to a given tSC. Source data are provided as a Source
Data file.
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to beta/gamma band tSCs. More neurons coupled to slower tSCs
compared to fast ones, although this might partially be the con-
sequence of our analysis being more exposed to noise in case of
shorter tSC cycles.MSneurons coupled to tSC1 and tSC2 showed abias
towards the ascending slope of the tSCs. A more in-depth analysis of
MS intra-burst spike timing revealed a theta-phase-independent, cycle-
by-cycle correlation between MS spike timing and concurrent tSCs,
arguing for a close integration of the MS into CA1 gamma generation
mechanisms (Supplementary Figs. 6, 7, 11, 12).

In the case of two correlated time series, small changes in either of
the variables may predict time-locked changes in the other, reflecting
cause-effect relations. For instance, sharp low-latency peaks in spike
crosscorrelations have been taken as indirect evidence for functional
monosynaptic connections2,134–137. Analogously, changes in a point
process like a series of spike timesmay lead to corresponding changes
in correlated network oscillations, detectable by a time-varying mea-
sure of coupling strength, expressed as a function of time lag between
the two variables49,72. This has been used to demonstrate directional
coupling between the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex72. By using
the same approach, we found that MS spiking predicts and thus tem-
porally leads CA1 tSCs. The MS population showed negative median
time lags, and thus temporal antecedence, by either testing average
phase coupling strength (−6 ms) or optimal correlations in individual
neurons (−6 ms), despite large variability across tSC-coupled neurons
in their optimal time lags (interquartile range: 34ms). This unexpected
result points to a role of the MS in controlling hippocampal network
activity that goes beyond its known function in pacing theta and sug-
gests that it is also an important node in the coordination of hippo-
campal supra-theta oscillations.

A subpopulation of MS neurons exhibit theta-rhythmic burst fir-
ing regardless of whether theta oscillation is present in the hippo-
campus. These constitutive theta-bursting neurons are often
considered putative pacemakers of hippocampal theta oscillations,
although they may be part of a distributed theta-rhythmic oscillatory
network39,40,49–51,63,110. Another set of MS neurons only exhibits theta-
rhythmicfiringwhen thehippocampus is also in theta state, referred to
as theta-associated bursting MS neurons52. Although we found that
constitutive and theta-associated burstingMS neurons showed similar
tendencies to the entire MS population in their relation to supra-theta
CA1 oscillations, we also uncovered a number of differences. A larger
proportion of the constitutive bursting neurons were coupled to tSCs
(78% vs 48% of other MS neurons), and often to more than one com-
ponent (68%). Constitutive bursting neurons provided a significant
part of tSC-anticipating MS neurons, as the vast majority (81%) of their
tSC-coupled population were characterized with negative optimal
time lags (median: −14 ms), suggesting a key importance of these
neurons in the control of tSCs. The theta-associated bursting neurons
were also overrepresented among tSC-coupled neurons but to a lesser
extent (59%). They also anticipated tSCs (median optimal lag: −14 ms)
significantlymore than the rest of the populationwhen only the slower
tSC1 and tSC2 components were considered.

We tested whether the MS GABAergic network is capable of
inducing hippocampal tSCs by optogenetic stimulation; thus,
whether the MS is sufficient for tSC generation. We targeted PV-
expressing GABAergic MS neurons based on their known projec-
tions and roles in CA1 oscillatory control47,48,52,63,64,74 and previous
reports on theta evoked by PV stimulation25,30. We found that sti-
mulating PV-expressing MS neurons by theta-modulated beta/
gamma bursts of laser light that matched spontaneous tSCs in fre-
quency induced tSC-like oscillations in the CA1 that resembled
spontaneous tSCs in their average spectral content and laminar
distribution. However, stimulus-evoked gamma components
(mostly in themid-gamma range) differed from spontaneous tSCs in
their amplitude modulation by the hippocampal theta phase, pos-
sibly due the stimulation-induced artificial synchrony of the MS PV

network, which could not reproduce their well-known physiological
diversity (Supplementary Fig. 9, see also refs. 48,50,52,63).

In line with these results, a previous study found that septal
infusion of theGABAA receptor agonistmuscimol decoupled theta and
gamma rhythms and disrupted memory retrieval, while electrical sti-
mulation of the fimbria-fornix with theta-modulated high frequency
(500Hz) stimulation increased theta-gamma co-modulation and par-
tially rescued memory performance138. Inactivation or lesion of MS
GABAergicneurons reducedhippocampal gammaoscillations induced
by NMDA antagonists139. Functionally intact inhibition onto hippo-
campal PV interneurons has been shown to be necessary for physio-
logical theta-gamma coupling140 and 40-Hz stimulation of MS PV
neurons could rescue impaired theta-gamma coupling in a mouse
model of Alzheimer’s Disease141. Nevertheless, whether MS PV neurons
are capable of producing the physiological spectrum of theta-nested
spectral components of the CA1 has not been addressed before.

Urethane-anesthetized rodents have been used extensively as
models of septo-hippocampal theta-frequency synchronization. How-
ever, much less is known about hippocampal supra-theta oscillations
during anesthesia. Similar to a previous study22 that described theta-
coupled gamma oscillations in the CA1 that used urethane-
anesthetized rats supplemented with ketamine-xylazine, we
observed tSCs during urethane anesthesia in both mice and rats;
however, tSC expression was diminished compared to awake mice.
These tSCs were characterized by slower frequencies and uniform
theta phase preference. Despite these differences, a smaller propor-
tion ofMS neurons exhibited similar phase coupling to these tSCs as in
freely moving mice, strengthening the argument that the MS has a
general role in hippocampal oscillation genesis.

By what mechanism does the MS contribute to CA1 gamma for-
mation? It seems reasonable to assume that part of the influence is
direct: gamma-locked MS GABAergic neurons innervate gamma-
locked CA1 interneurons, likely contributing to CA1 gamma oscilla-
tions (Fig. 8, pathway (i)). Since septo-hippocampal projections likely
innervate multiple types of CA1 interneurons including PV-expressing
basket and axo-axonic cells24,48,103,142,143, gamma-rhythmic septal drive
should necessarily contribute to their known gamma-locked
discharge19,56. Indeed, within the hippocampus, bistratified cells were
found to express the strongestphase coupling to gamma19,144, andwere
shown to receive selective GABAergic MS input102.

However, part or evenmost of the septal influence on tSCsmaybe
indirect via the input regions to CA1. For instance, long-range inhibi-
tory MS neurons innervate the EC64,103,145–151, thus having the potential
to entrain the EC sources of CA1 gamma. More specifically, it has been
shown recently that MS Orchid cells project to the EC (Fig. 8, pathway
(ii)) and phase-lock to EC mid-gamma oscillations, lending strong
support to this hypothesis64. To directly test this, we analyzed anato-
mically identifiedOrchid, Teevra and low rhythmic neurons projecting
to distinct parts of the hippocampal formation47,48,64. Teevra cells,
which are rhythmically bursting PV-expressing GABAergicMS neurons
that mostly project to the CA348, were coupled to beta/low-gamma
tSC1 and tSC2, in accordance with the assumed role of CA3 in con-
trolling low-gamma oscillations of CA122,54 (Fig. 8, pathway (iii)). Orchid
cells, also PV-expressing and firing long theta-rhythmic bursts64, were
the only tested neurons which locked to mid-gamma tSC3 and tSC4,
confirming the above-mentioned hypothesis of their potential role in
controlling the mid-gamma band in CA1 via the entorhinal cortex
(Fig. 8, pathway (ii)). Since Orchid cells were found to branch into the
dorsal presubiculum64, which also projects to their termination zone in
the entorhinal cortex152, the potential role of a MS-presubiculum-
entorhinal cortical route should also be considered. Importantly,
Orchid neurons not only coupled to but also predicted CA1 tSCs. In
contrast, the non-PV LRNs only showed consistent coupling to the beta
band tSC1. Since these cells innervate interneurons in the dentate
gyrus, they may contribute to beta/slow-gamma oscillations observed
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in the DG59 that might in turn influence CA3 slow-gamma rhythms153

(Fig. 8, pathway (iv)). However, CA1 has been shown to retain slow
gamma activities in the absence of CA3 inputs, arguing for alternative
sources of these rhythms in the CA1154, which may include direct MS
inputs to CA1 or the MS-EC pathway25 (Fig. 8, pathway (v)). Also, as for
hippocampal theta, intra-hippocampal gamma oscillators may play a
role, especially for tSC5 (Fig. 8, pathway (vi)).

We found that the activity of most MS neurons predicted corre-
sponding CA1 tSCs; however, a subpopulation of MS cells, including
non-PV-expressing LRNs rather followed CA1 activity. This raised a
potential role of the hippocampo-septal feedback in supra-theta hip-
pocampal oscillations75–79 (Fig. 8, pathway (vii)). By optogenetic sup-
pression of somatostatin-expressing hippocampo-septal GABAergic
fibers, we found that this inhibitory feedback projection suppresses
tSC generation in the MS, probably through a biased targeting of tSC-
coupled MS neurons. While PV-expressing MS neurons, including
Orchid, Teevra, and part of Low Rhythmic Neurons are likely all
GABAergic63,74, Calbindin-expressing PV-negative LRNsmay be, at least
in part, excitatory glutamatergic neurons. Two of the 3 Calbindin-
positive LRNs were not coupled to any of the tSCs, which may further
emphasize the role of the GABAergic MS projection in contrast to
glutamatergic MS projection neurons26. In summary, we propose that
the septo-hippocampal GABAergic projection participates in CA1 beta/
gamma genesis and the well-established cross-frequency coordination
of theta and supra-theta oscillations, known to be crucial for spatial
and working memory20,92,138,155.

Our results also suggest updating the potential role of MS in
hippocampal oscillopathies. Specifically, the MS was proposed to play
important roles in Alzheimer’s disease, schizophrenia, anxiety and
pain, and that appropriate MS stimulation strategies may alleviate the
negative consequences of these conditions156,157. Treatment approa-
ches ofmemory impairments related to theMS, such asMS cholinergic
stimulation and vagus nerve stimulation were also discussed158. Gri-
guoli and Pimpinella stressed the importance of the MS in social

learning, suggesting that psychopathologies accompanied by the dis-
ruption of social life may be another condition in which MS-mediated
oscillogenesis is impaired159. We expect that exploring mouse models
of these pathological conditions and test possible alterations of theMS
orchestrating CA1 neurons, focusing on a broad range of frequencies
from theta tomid-gamma, will be exciting newdirections in the future.

Methods
Experimental model and subject details
We used adult SOM-IRES-Cre mice (n = 10; all males; weight: 28–30 g)
for the chronic freelymoving experiments, adult wild typemice (n = 11;
7 males; 6 mice excluded due to <360 detected theta cycles; 22–30 g)
for acutemouse recordings, adultwild typeWistar rats (n = 7; allmales;
one rat excluded due to <360 theta cycles; 200–400 g) for acute rat
recordings and adult PV-IRES-Cre mice (n = 19; 6 males; 22–30 g) for
slice electrophysiology, acute awake optogenetic stimulation experi-
ments and verification of the ChR2 expression in PV-expressing neu-
rons. All experiments were approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Institute of Experimental Medicine or the Animal
Care Committee of the Research Centre for Natural Sciences and the
Committee for Scientific Ethics of Animal Research of the National
Food Chain Safety Office and were performed according to the 2010/
63/EU Directive of the EC Council.

Animals were kept in temperature- and humidity-controlled
(21 ± 1 °C and 50–60%, respectively) housing facilities with a standard
12-h light–dark cycle, with food and water available ad libitum. Mice
were housed in 36 × 20 × 15-cm cages. Implanted animals were housed
individually. Additionally, we analyzed the firing of previously pub-
lished juxtacellularly labeled neurons47,48,64 recorded from head-fixed
C57BI7/J mice (n = 30; all males; 24–37.5 g) spontaneously running and
resting on a circular treadmill or disc and ventral hippocampal LFP
recordings from mice in an elevated plus maze downloaded from a
public repository (https://doi.org/10.7272/Q6ZP44B9)84.

Hippocampal oscillations were examined in both sexes under
awake conditions andwedidnot observe sex-related differences in the
theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling. Chronic electrophysiology
recordings were carried out in male mice, because males tolerate
chronic implants better due to weight considerations. Nevertheless,
optogenetic stimulation of parvalbumin-expressing MS neurons
evoked hippocampal theta-nested oscillations in female mice in line
with our findings from chronic recordings performed in male mice,
thus suggesting that the MS has a similar role in hippocampal oscilla-
tion genesis in both sexes. Due to these study design complexities and
sample size considerations, we refrained from post-hoc sex-based
analyses.

Surgical procedures
Surgerieswereperformedunder general anesthesia. For virus injection
surgeries, mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of
ketamine-xylazine mixture (dose by body weight, 167 and 7mg/kg,
respectively). Mouse chronic electrode implantation surgeries were
performed under isoflurane anesthesia induced by ketamine-xylazine
mixture (4:1) diluted 6x in Ringer’s lactate solution (intraperitoneal
injection; dose by body weight, 0.01mg/g). In acute anesthetized
experiments, rats and mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal
injection of urethane (dose by bodyweight, 1.48mg/g and 1.3mg/g for
rats and mice, respectively). The body temperature of the animals was
maintained during the experiments with a heating pad. Animals were
placed in a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, US),
the scalp was shaved, disinfected (povidone-iodine) and the skin and
connective tissue of the scalp was infused by local anesthetic (Lido-
caine s.c.). The eyes of the animals were protected with eye ointment
(Laboratories Thea, Clermont-Ferrand, France). The skin was opened,
the skull was cleaned, and the head of the animal was levelled using
Bregma, Lambda and a pair of lateral points equidistant from the
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Fig. 8 | Hypothetical schematic of direct and indirect septo-hippocampal
pathways mediating tSCs in the CA1. In this schematic, we depict the direct and
indirect pathways between the MS and the CA1 implicated in controlling distinct
CA1 supra-theta oscillations. Color codes for MS projections, including anatomi-
cally identified MS neurons, are shown on the left. Cortico-hippocampal and
intrahippocampal pathways are color-coded by their dominant tSCs: tSC1, blue;
tSC2, green; tSC3, purple; tSC3, green; tSC4, orange; tSC5, gray. i We suggest that
direct GABAergic MS-CA1 projections (dark red curve) contribute to tSCs1-4. ii
Orchid cells (teal) are likely important determinants of tSC3-4 in CA1 via their
projections to PrS and EC. iii Teevra neurons (magenta) contribute to tSC1-2
through the CA3. iv LRNs (mustard) also form part of the tSC1-2 network via their
projections to CA3 and DG. v Further indirect MS-EC-CA3/DG-CA1 pathways
probably also contribute to the control of tSC1-2 components in the CA1. vi Local
processing in the CA1 strongly contributes to fast gamma (tSC5) oscillations. vii
Hippocampo-septal feedback by somatostatin-expressing GABAergic neurons
(brown) could control tSC generation by negative feedback. MS, medial septum;
EC, entorhinal cortex; PrS, dorsal presubiculum; DG, dentate gyrus; LRN, Low-
rhythmic neurons; str. py., stratum pyramidale; str. rad., stratum radiatum; str. lac.
mol., stratum lacunosum moleculare.
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sagittal suture. Before implantation, red DiI (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, US) was applied on the probes to aid later histological
reconstruction. Stereotaxic coordinates160 were used to determine the
proper antero-posterior (AP) and medio-lateral (ML) positions, cra-
niotomies were opened above the medial septum and the hippo-
campus, and silicon probe or optic fiber implants were lowered above
the dorsal boundary of the MS and into the dorsal CA1. The MS was
implanted at an angle with respect to the dorso-ventral direction in the
coronal plane to avoid the sinus sagittalis superior. Finally, the ground/
reference electrodes were inserted (see Table 1 for implant types,
coordinates and the location of the ground/reference electrodes for
the different experiments).

In case of the chronic implants, adhesive agents (OptiBond, Kerr,
Brea, US) were applied on the cleaned surface of the cranium. The
craniotomies were sealed with artificial dura (Cambridge NeuroTech
Ltd, Cambridge, UK). Septal and hippocampal probes (Table 1) were
mounted on custom-made, adjustable microdrives, and the probe-
microdrive assemblies were shielded by copper mesh, preventing the
recordings from contamination by environmental electric noise. The
mesh was covered by dental acrylic. Before finishing the surgery,
Buprenorphine (dose, 0.045μg/g body weight) was injected sub-
cutaneously. Recordings were started after a one-week-long post-
surgery recovery and habituation to connectorization.

Mice involved in the freely moving experiments underwent
bilateral injection of AAV2/5-Ef1a-DIO-ChR2-YFP-WPRE or AAV5-Ef1a-
DIO-SwiChRca-TS-EYFP or AAV5-Ef1a-DIO-EYFP into the dorsal hippo-
campi. In case of SwiChR-transduced animals, each four shank of the
septal probe was equipped with an optical fiber (50μmcore diameter,
0.22NA)with tip positioned 75-100micrometers above the uppermost
recording site and glued by optical adhesive. In case of ChR2-
transduced animals, one optical fiber (105 μm core diameter, 0.22
NA) was implanted to illuminate the fimbria, independently from the
septal silicon probe. Control periods (without stimulation) were ana-
lyzed in Figs. 1–4. Stimulation periods were analyzed in Fig. 6f-g and
Supplementary Fig. 18. In case of EYFP control transduced animals, two
optical fibers (105 μm core diameter, 0.22 NA) were implanted bilat-
erally into the septum (AP, +0.90mm; ML, 0.90mm, at a 10° angle).
The SOM-IRES-Cre mouse line and the above AAV constructs were
used in a large number of studies without reporting adverse pheno-
typic changes, and results of these studies were interpreted as general
formice and not specific for the particular strain64,113,135,161,162. Therefore,
we do not consider using this particular mouse line a significant lim-
itation of our study.

Virus injection surgeries were performed for the optogenetic sti-
mulation experiment in PV-IRES-Cre mice. MS was targeted via a

trephine hole (AP, +0.90mm; ML, 0.90mm) at a 10° angle. An adeno-
associated virus vector allowing Cre-dependent expression of chan-
nelrhodopsin2 [AAV 2/5. EF1a.Dio.hChR2(H134R)-eYFP.WPRE.hGH] or
eYFP (AAV2/5.DIO.eYFP) was injected into the MS at 3.95, 4.45 and
5.25mmdepth from skull surface (200nl at each depth). After the viral
injections, the skin was sutured and local antibiotics (Neomycin) and
analgesics (Buprenorphine 0.1μg/g, s.c.) were applied.

To perform in vivo, awake, head restrained recordings during
optogenetic stimulation, a small lightweight head plate was attached
to the skull under isoflurane anesthesia using OptiBond (Kerr, Brea,
US) adhesive andPaladur dental acrylic (Kulzer,Hanau,Germany). Two
cranial windows (1.5 × 1.5mm) were drilled above the left and right
hippocampi (AP,−2.5mm;ML, 2.5mm)under stereotaxic guidance. An
optic fiber (200 µm core diameter, Thorlabs GmbH, Newton, US) was
implanted above theMS (AP, +0.9mm;ML, 0mm; 3.6mmdepth from
the brain surface) and fixed with dental acrylic. A hole was drilled
above the cerebellum for the insertion of the ground electrode. The
craniotomies and drill hole were sealedwith fast sealant (BodyDouble,
Smooth-On, Macungie, US). After surgery, themice were continuously
monitored until recovered, then they were returned to their home
cages for at least 48 h before starting habituation to head restraint.

Chronic recording procedures
After recovery from the surgery, the Buzsaki-type septal probes were
advanced in steps of 75-150 µm per day to reach the zone of cells with
theta rhythm-modulated firing pattern. Within this zone, the probe
was advanced in steps of 45 µmper day, as long as the theta-modulated
firing pattern was still present, through a total of 8-35 days of
recording. In four animals, the hippocampus was implanted with a
linear silicon probe covering the CA1 layers, which was kept in a fixed
position. In two animals, a Buzsaki-type silicon probe was implanted
instead of the linear probe, which was advanced stepwise to reach the
pyramidal layer of the dorsal hippocampus after the post-surgery
recovery period.

The electrophysiological activity was registered by amultiplexing
data acquisition system (KJE-1001, Amplipex Ltd, Szeged, Hungary) at
20 kHz sampling rate while the animals were moving freely either in a
linear track or in their home cages. The position of the animal was
tracked by a marker-based, high speed (120 frame/s) motion capture
system and reconstructed in 3D (Motive, OptiTrack, NaturalPoint Inc,
Corvallis, US).

Optogenetic manipulations in the chronically implanted mice
Distinct groups of mice were used for activation (transduction with
ChR2) and suppression (transduction with SwiChR) of the

Table 1 | Implant types and target coordinates in the five experiments

Experiment CA1 implant CA1
coordinates

MS implant MS coordinates Ground
location

Urethane anesthetized rat linear silicon probe (A1x32-6mm-50-
177; NeuroNexus Technologies, Ann
Arbor, US)

AP: −4.5 mm
ML: 3mm
angle: 0°

Buzsáki-type silicon probe (Buz-
saki32; NeuroNexus Technologies,
Ann Arbor, US)

AP: 0.4 mm ML:
1.6mm
angle: 15°

nuchal muscles

Urethane anesthe-
tized mice

linear silicon probe (A1x32-6mm-
50-177)

AP: −2.2 mm
ML: 1.5mm
angle: 0°

single shank custom silicon probe
with 32 × 4 square-shaped record-
ing sites184

AP: 0.6 mm ML:
0.5mm angle: 8°

neck muscle

Freely moving mice linear silicon probe (A1x32-6mm-50-
177) or Buzsáki-type silicon probe
(Buzsaki32)

AP: −2.5 mm
ML: 2mm
angle: 0°

Buzsáki-type silicon probe
(Buzsaki32)

AP: 0.9 mm ML:
0.9mm angle: 12°

cerebellum

Awake head restrained
mice for optogenetic
stimulation

128 channels UCLA silicon microp-
robes (128 J or 128 A, Masmanidis lab)
in both hippocampi

AP: −2.5 mm
ML: 2.5mm
angle: 0°

optic fiber (200 µm core diameter,
Thorlabs GmbH)

AP: 0.9 mm ML:
0mm
angle: 0°

cerebellum

Awake head restrained
mice for juxtacellular
recording

glass electrode filled with 0–3.0%
neurobiotin (wt/vol) in 0.5M NaCl

AP: −2.5 mm
ML: 1.7
angle: 10°

glass electrode filled with
2.5–3.0% neurobiotin (wt/vol) or
BDA in 0.5M NaCl

AP: 0.85 mm
ML: 0mm
angle: 0°

cerebellum

Target coordinates were defined based on160, 168. Coordinates in the table refer to the coordinates of the craniotomy. AP, antero-posterior; ML, medio-lateral.
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hippocampo-septal fibers, as detailed above in the surgical procedures
section. In the ChR2-transduced mice, the fibers passing the fimbria
were illuminated by 5-ms-long pulses of blue light (447 nm, 5–8mW,
Roithner Lasertechnik, Vienna, Austria) at 20Hz frequency for 10 s.
The illumination epochswere repeated 14-22 timeswithmanual timing
during the home cage and linear track recordings. In the SwiChR-
transduced mice, a consecutive pair of 10-s-long blue (447 nm,
5–8mW, Roithner Lasertechnik, Vienna, Austria) and 1-s-long yellow
(593 nm, 8-10mW, IkeCool Corporation, Los Angeles,USA) light pulses
(separated by a 2-s-long gap) was delivered by optical fibers glued 75-
100 µm above the recording sites of the silicon probe. In mice injected
with the EYFP control virus the same illumination protocol was used as
in the SwiChR-transduced mice. The illumination was controlled by
manual timing, repeated 8–26 times per home cage and linear track
recording sessions. After each recording session, the probe implanted
into the medial septum was lowered by 75 micrometers and after
12–24 hwaiting, a new recording sessionwas started. In both theChR2-
and SwiChR-experiments, the response upon the optogenetic manip-
ulation was evaluated by the average firing rate change calculated in
the combination of the home cage and linear track recordings. Neu-
rons were classified as activated or suppressed based on a 10% or
greater increase or decrease, respectively, in average firing rate during
illumination compared to the 10-s pre-illumination period.

Acute anesthetized recordings
Neural signals were acquired and amplified by multifunction input/
output cards (PCI-6259, National Instruments, Austin, US) in rats or an
electrophysiological recording system (RHD2000, IntanTechnologies,
Los Angeles, USA) in mice and digitized at 20 kHz. To increase the
single unit yield, in case of the rat recordings, wewaited 30min for the
tissue to stabilize after implantation, while implants in mice were
inserted slowly (2 μm/s for MS, ~10μm/s for CA1) with a motorized
micromanipulator (Robot Stereotaxic,Neurostar, Tübingen, Germany)
to minimize tissue damage163. We carried out 30-min-long recordings
in rats with 100 µm dorso-ventral separation, and 15-min-long record-
ings in mice at three distinct dorso-ventral positions within in the MS.
Theta oscillations were induced by tail pinch (3 times 1min in rats;
once for 5mins in mice).

Acute optogenetic stimulation experiments
Prior to the day of the recording, mice were head-fixed and let to
spontaneously run or sit on an air supported free-floating Styrofoam
ball to adapt to the behavioral conditions. On the day of the recording,
128-channels silicon microprobes (UCLA 128 J, masmanidislab.neur-
obio.ucla.edu) were lowered into the left and right dorsal hippocampi
under isoflurane anesthesia. In four animals, the right hippocampus
was implanted with silicon probes equipped with long vertical
recording area (1.050mm; UCLA 128 A, masmanidislab.neur-
obio.ucla.edu) to enable CSD analysis through CA1 layers. Ground
electrode was placed above cerebellum. Mice were allowed to recover
from anesthesia for 1 h before recording.

The probes were advanced by using a micromanipulator (Kopf
Instruments, Tujunga, US) until the pyramidal layer was detected by
increased unit activity and the occurrence of ripple events. Electro-
physiological recordings were performed by a signal multiplexing
head-stage (RHD 128, Intan Technologies, LA, USA). Signals were
acquired at 20k sample/s (Open Ephys 0.4.4.1164). Mouse locomotor
activity was monitored with an optical computer mouse positioned
close to the spherical ball at the equator. Following a 15–30-min-long
control period, theta-modulated bursts of laser light (2ms pulse
length, 447nm, 6-10mW, Roithner Lasertechnik GmbH, Austria) were
transmitted to the MS to stimulate PV neurons (tmS, theta-modulated
stimulation). Four different intra-burst frequencies (22Hz, 35Hz,
54Hz, 80Hz, mimicking the frequency of physiological tSCs1-4) were
applied at 8Hz burst occurrence (Spike2 acquisition software and the

CED 1401 laboratory interface family, Cambridge Electronic Design
Limited, Cambridge, UK) in separate epochs. Laser stimulations were
2–3min long during quiet wakefulness, controlled manually. Stimula-
tions were repeated 2–3 times.

Histological verification of the implant positions
After the recording sessions, animals were transcardially perfusedwith
saline for 2min and 4% para-formaldehyde (PFA) for 20min and the
brain was carefully removed and post-fixed in PFA for 24h at 4 °C.
Standard histological track reconstruction techniques165 were used to
verify the position of the silicon probe and optic fiber implants. Briefly,
60 µm thick coronal sections were cut (Vibratome VT1200S, Leica,
Wetzlar, Germany), mounted on microscopic slides and covered with
mounting medium (Vectashield, Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA).
Silicon probe implant tracks were localized by imaging red fluorescent
DiI that had been applied on the electrodes before implantation, using
a fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ni microscope, Nikon
Instruments, Melville, NY, USA). Fluorescent imaging of PV-expressing
MS neurons confirmed the septal location of the fiber optic implant in
the stimulation experiments (Supplementary Fig. 14). Finally, images
were alignedwith the corresponding sections of the stereotaxicmouse
brain atlas160 to enable precise reconstruction of the implant
trajectory.

Acute slice electrophysiology
Mice were decapitated under deep isoflurane anesthesia. The brain
was removed and placed into an ice-cold cutting solution, which had
been bubbled with 95% O2–5% CO2 (carbogen gas) for at least 30min
before use. The cutting solution contained the following (in mM):
205 sucrose, 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 0.5 CaCl2, 5 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 10
glucose. Coronal slices of 300-µm thickness were cut using a Vibra-
tome (Leica VT1200S). After acute slice preparation, slices were placed
into an interface-type holding chamber for recovery. This chamber
contained standard ACSF solution at 35 °C which gradually cooled
down to room temperature. The ACSF solution contained the follow-
ing (in mM): 126 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 1.25
NaH2PO4, 10 glucose, saturated with 95% O2–5% CO2. Recordings were
performed under visual guidance using Nikon Eclipse FN1 microscope
with infrared differential interference contrast (DIC) optics. Patch
pipettes were pulled from borosilicate capillaries (with inner filament,
thin-walled, outer diameter (OD) 1.5) with a PC-10 puller (Narishige).
The composition of the intracellular pipette solution was as follows (in
mM): 110 potassium gluconate, 4 NaCl, 20 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)−1-
piperazine-ethanesulfonic acid, 0.1 (ethylenebis(oxonitrilo))tetra-
acetate, 10 phosphocreatine, 2 ATP, 0.3 GTP, 3mgml−1 of biocytin
adjusted to pH 7.3–7.35 using KOH (285–295mosmol l−1). Recordings
were performed with a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devi-
ces), digitized at 20 kHz with Digidata analog-digital interface (Mole-
cular Devices), and recorded with pClamp11 Software suite (Molecular
Devices). For in vitro light illumination, we used a blue LED light source
(Prizmatix Ltd.) integrated into the optical light path of the micro-
scope. Two ms long light pulses were delivered at different theta-
modulated gamma (tmS1-4, 2 pulses@22 and 3 pulses@35/50/80Hz)
frequencies. To record optogenetically evoked IPSCs, cells were
clamped to −10 mV. Current clamp recordings of spiking modulation
by PV+MS input stimulation were performed with constant somatic
current injection via the recording pipette to evoke spiking.

Immunohistochemistry
To verify the specificity of the ChR2 expression in PV expressing
neurons, a separate cohort of PV-Cre mice were sacrificed following
2–3weeks of the virus injection into the MS (n = 3). After re-sectioning
of the brain into 50 µm thick slices, sections containing the MS were
washed in 0.1M phosphate buffer and tris-buffered saline, and incu-
bated in blocking medium (1% human serum albumin + 0.1% Triton-X
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detergent) for 1 h. Then, sections were incubated in primary antibody
against PV (PV 27, Swant, Switzerland, 1:2000) mixed with primary
antibody against GFP (Thermofisher Scientific, USA, cat#A10262,
1:1000) in TBS at 4 °C for two days. After an extensive wash in TBS, the
tissue was incubated in a secondary antibody solution containing
Alexa 488 conjugated goat anti-chicken (Thermofisher Scientific, USA,
Cat#A11039, 1:1000), Alexa 594 conjugated donkey anti-rabbit (Jack-
son ImmunoResearch Europe Ltd., UK, cat#711585152, 1:500) or Alexa
647 conjugated donkey anti-rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch Europe
Ltd., UK, cat#711605152, 1:500) antibodies at 4 °C overnight. Finally,
the sections were mounted on slides in aqua-Poly/Mount mounting
medium (cat#18606, Polysciences, Inc., USA) and images were taken
with a Nikon A1R confocal microscope.

After acute slice electrophysiology experiments, brain sections
were fixed overnight in 4% PFA. After extensive wash in TBS, a similar
staining protocol was used to detect parvalbumin or somatostatin
immunoreactivity of the recorded cells. In these experiments, we
applied SOM primary antibody (Origene, #AP3364SU-N, 1:200) and
included 0.1% Triton-X detergent in every incubation step due to the
thickness of the brain sections.

Hippocampal theta state detection
The hippocampal pyramidal layer was detected in linear silicon probe
recordings by analyzing the phase reversal of the theta oscillation, and
was verified by histological reconstruction6,166,167 similar to ref. 52. We
used the signal recorded from the stratum radiatum for detecting
theta oscillation, since theta rhythm had the highest amplitude and
thus enable the most reliable detection in this layer (~400 µm and
250 µm below pyramidal layer in rats and mice, respectively, based
on160,168). In case of the 2 mice with Buzsaki-type probes implanted in
the hippocampus, we used the deepest channels for theta detection.

Hippocampal LFP was resampled at 1 kHz and filtered in the theta
and delta bands (Supplementary Fig. 3a, e and i). Frequency band
boundaries were defined based on the Fourier spectra of the raw LFP
(delta, 0.5–4Hz, theta, 4–12 Hz), similarly to ref. 52. The filtered theta
and delta signals were Hilbert transformed, and their instantaneous
amplitude was calculated as the magnitude of the complex Hilbert-
transform. Hippocampal theta and non-theta states were determined
based on the amplitude ratio of theta and delta band filtered signals.
Theta oscillation was detected whenever this theta-delta amplitude
ratio exceeded 2 for at least 3 s. Short interruptions in longer segments
were not considered as state transitions (<3 s). Long theta epochswere
defined as theta episodes >20 s. Theta transition periods were defined
at the margins of long theta epochs, as the time windows in which the
amplitude ratio was between 1.5 and 2.

tSC extraction from hippocampal LFP
tSCs were extracted as described by Lopes dos Santos et al.15 using
their open source tSC extraction package (https://data.mrc.ox.ac.uk/
data-set/tsc). First, LFPs were downsampled at 1 kHz and Ensemble
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD65) was applied to decompose
the signal into its elementary spectral components called Intrinsic
Mode Functions (IMFs). Low frequency, theta and supra-theta signals
were defined as the sum of the IMFs with mean instantaneous fre-
quencies below, within and above the theta frequency band, respec-
tively. Second, we searched for local maxima and minima in the theta
signal with absolute values above the low-frequency signal to detect
potential theta peaks and troughs. We defined individual theta cycles
by consecutive troughs occurring at theta band frequency (4–12 Hz in
awakemice, 3–7Hz in anesthetized rats, 2–6Hz in anesthetizedmice),
separated by a peak. Third, spectrograms of the supra-theta signal
were computed for each detected theta cycle with a set of complex
Morlet wavelets withmain frequencies ranging from the upper limit of
the theta band to 200Hz, in 1 Hz steps (Figs. 1f, 7a and Supplementary
Fig. 14a). Fourth, spectral signatures were defined for each detected

theta cycle by taking the mean amplitude of these frequency compo-
nents. Fifth, dimensionality reduction was performed by principal
component analysis on the spectral signatures and tSCs were extrac-
ted from the spectral signatures based on the first five principal
components using independent component analysis (ICA). Finally, tSC
strength across individual theta cycles was defined as the projection of
the given tSC onto the single cycle spectral signature. To examine
septal firing during strong tSC presence, wedefined strong tSCs by the
following threshold applied on the tSC strengths, as introduced by15:

Threshold =
σ ×median p�median pð Þ

�� ��� �

0:6745
+median pð Þ ð1Þ

where p is strength distribution for the given tSC and
median pð Þ=0:6745 is an estimate of the standard deviation of p if
outlying values are not considered. σ (i.e. the number of standard
deviations from the median) was set to 2 in line with15. For the short
duration juxtacellular recordings we applied the same threshold with
σ = 1 and tSCs expressed in <35 theta cycles recorded simultaneously
with the MS neuron were not further analyzed. This lead to the
exclusion of 6 juxtacellularly labeled neurons (MS33, MS77b, AJ48j,
AJ42m, AJ43n, AJ45h). In an additional 7 juxtacellularly labeled neu-
rons, coupling to tSC3 and/or tSC4 could not be analyzed (marked
gray in Fig. 5c).

Spike sorting of septal units
Mouse MS and CA1 recordings were fed to the template-based spike
sorting software Kilosort169. Kilosort was run on anNvidia Geforce GTX
1080 graphic card using the Matlab Parallel Computing Toolbox to
reduce execution time. Automatically assigned clusters weremanually
curated by examining violations of the refractory periods, spatial dis-
tributions of action potential (AP) energies among neighboring chan-
nels, AP shapes and amplitudes, the principal components (PC) of the
AP shapes, and crosscorrelograms between pairs of clusters using the
Phy template-gui graphical user interfacemodule (https://github.com/
cortex-lab/phy). Quality of the retained clusters were assessed by
objective measures derived from the interspike interval histograms
and cluster isolation distances.

Spike sorting of the anesthetized rat MS recordings were per-
formed using KlustaKwik170 (http://github.com/klusta-team). Results
were curated manually to exclude multi-unit activities and noise clus-
ters by the examination of autocorrelograms (ACG, to exclude
refractory period violations) and crosscorrelograms134. Similar to
above, cluster quality was assessed by theMahalanobis distance-based
cluster isolation distances.

Firing pattern analysis of MS neurons
Inter-spike interval histograms normalized by the number of spikes
were calculated for each neuron separately and the average of these
histograms was taken for all neurons to demonstrate bursting activity
(Fig. 1b). To examine the spectral content ofMS spiking activity, single
unit spike trains were convolved with an 8-ms Gaussian kernel to
generate pseudo-continuous signals171 and a fast Fourier transform
algorithmwas applied to compute the frequency spectra of the signals.
Spectra were smoothed with a 1 Hz wide moving average window,
normalized with the area under the curve in the 4-200Hz range and
averaged across neurons (Fig. 1c).

MS neurons’ spiking activity as a function of tSC presence
We defined a number of spiking properties, to compare MS neurons’
firing during theta cycles with different tSC presence. First, average
firing rates were computed across theta cycles (Fig. 2a) for each neu-
ron. Then, to determine spike phases, hippocampal theta phase was
computed by linearly interpolating values between peaks (0 or 2π),
zero-crosses (descending, π/2; ascending, 3π/2) and troughs (π), and
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the phase values corresponding to the time of the spikes were taken.
Significanceof theta couplingwas judgedbyRayleigh’s test for circular
uniformity at p <0.01 significance level. Theta phase—spiking prob-
ability histograms were calculated with π/8 bin width (Fig. 2a). Phase
coupling strength and preferred phasewere defined by themagnitude
and the angleof the first trigonometricmoment of the spike phases for
each theta-coupled MS neuron.

Next, bursts were detected as series of two or more action
potentials with inter-spike intervals <40ms (typical threshold
employed inmedial septum studies52,172), which allowed us to calculate
the burst-skip ratio of eachneuronas the ratio of theta cycleswithout a
burst.We calculated themean intra-burst spike number as the number
of spikes in the burst per theta cycle and the mean intra-burst fre-
quency as the ratio of the length of the bursts and the intra-burst spike
number.

Differences in these properties (i.e. firing rate, phase coupling
strength, intra-burst frequency, intra-burst spike number, burst-skip
ratio) as a function of tSC presence were tested with repeated mea-
sures ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test for post hoc comparisons. In
this analysis neurons with stable, sufficient activity were used, to avoid
potential bias due to the non-uniform time distribution of tSCs
(n = 198,MSneuronswith >3Hz firing rate and stable spike amplitude).
The entire set of well isolatedMS units (n = 365) were used for all other
analyses, since those were not sensitive to this sampling issue. The
properties (P) were normalized with their grand averages across all
theta cycles (Pall) to better visualize relative differences across theta
cycles with different tSCs (Fig. 2b, c, e and Supplementary Fig. 4) with
the following formula:

PtSC cycles,norm =
PtSC cycles � Pall cycles

Pall cycles
ð2Þ

Average phase histograms were calculated from phase values
relative to the preferred phase of each neuron (Fig. 2c and Supple-
mentary Fig. 2f–h) or from the preferred phase of the tSCs (Supple-
mentary Fig. 2b).

We calculated the inter-spike interval (ISI) histograms of the
action potentials of single neurons during different theta cycles with
5ms bins (Supplementary Fig. 7). To visualize ISI surplus related the
concurrent tSCs, we first calculated the ISI histogram during theta
cycles strongly expressing a given tSC. Thenwe took the same number
of theta cycles expressing the given tSC the least (control histogram)
and compared these two histograms, focusing on the bins corre-
sponding to the frequency of the concurrent tSC. We repeated this
analysis for identified PV-expressing MS neurons, normalized the dif-
ference histogram with the baseline firing rate of the neurons and
averaged them across neurons. ISI histograms were plotted with both
linear and logarithmic scaling to properly visualize ISI differences at
lower and higher tSC frequencies (Supplementary Fig. 12).

MS Rhythmicity groups
Rhythmic firing of MS neurons was quantified using autocorrelograms
(ACG), similar to ref. 52. ACGs were calculated in a ± 3 s window with
1ms resolution and smoothed with a 20ms moving average. MS neu-
rons with >2 spikes per ACG bins on average were further analyzed.
ACG peaks were detected between time lags corresponding to the
delta (0.5–4Hz) and theta (4–12Hz) frequencybands. ACGvalueswere
averaged in ±20ms windows around the peaks. Similarly, ACG values
were averaged in ±20ms windows around assumed troughs at the half
and one and a half peak locations. The difference of these mean ACG
values around peaks and troughs was normalized to the larger of the
two, yielding a Delta and a Theta Rhythmicity Index between −1 and 1.
Both indices were calculated during theta and non-theta segments for
each MS neuron. To determine the significance of rhythmic modula-
tion, we simulated spike trains using a Poisson-process, with

frequencies matched to the firing rate of the recorded neurons.
Rhythmicity indices were calculated for the simulated spike trains as
above, resulting in distributions corresponding to the null hypothesis
of no rhythmic modulation. Critical values corresponding to the
p =0.05 significance levels were determined based on these distribu-
tions and applied as thresholds for judging significance of rhythmic
modulation of MS neurons, for non-theta and theta segments sepa-
rately. Rhythmicity was categorized by the larger of the two rhythmi-
city indices for those neurons that were both theta- and delta-
rhythmic.

MS neurons that were significantly theta-rhythmic during both
non-theta and theta segments were further categorized based on the
presence of rhythmic burst firing. A Theta Burst Index (TBI) was cal-
culated by comparing the average ACG in a burst lag window (10-
30ms) to the overall mean (see also ref. 52). MS neurons with TBI > 0
displayed constitutive rhythmic bursting activity, thought to be
important for generating hippocampal theta oscillations11,50,63,106; they
are referred to as constitutive bursting neurons. Theta-rhythmic MS
neurons with TBI < 0 showed a regular rhythmic firing pattern,
resembling the firing patterns of tonically active neurons of the
striatum173–175; therefore, we refer to them as tonically active MS neu-
rons. MS neurons that were theta-rhythmic when theta oscillations
were present in the CA1 but non-rhythmic otherwise were referred to
as theta-associated bursting MS neurons.

Spike/stimulus triggered averages and spectrograms
The CA1 LFP signal or the pseudo-continuous MS signal (see above)
was triggered on spikes of MS neurons and the average signal was
calculated in±100ms timewindows aroundMSspikes (spike triggered
average, STA). Individual LFP averages were Z-scored. Similarly, sti-
mulus triggered LFP averages were calculated aligned to optogenetic
stimulation in ±200ms time windows. Photovoltaic artefacts were
observed in both the channelrhodopsin2-expressing and the control
mice within 7ms following stimuli, as reported before176. These were
removed, and corresponding data points were spline interpolated.
Stimulation-evoked theta oscillations and tSCs were clearly distinct
from photovoltaic artefacts, characterized by longer latencies and
phase changes as a function of recording depth.

Spectrograms were calculated by wavelet transformation using
Morlet wavelets177. Spike and stimulus triggered spectrograms (STS)
were calculated similarly to the LFP averages, separately for wavelet
amplitudes and wavelet phases. Individual frequencies were normal-
ized with their averages to give equal weight to each spectral com-
ponent (Figs. 1d, 3a, and Supplementary Figs. 15).

To measure the coherence between CA1 LFP and (pseudo-con-
tinuous) MS spiking, we calculated the magnitude squared wavelet
coherence. Similar to STS, individual frequencies were normalized
with their averages (Fig. 1d).

Phase coupling of MS neurons to tSCs
The IMF with the closest median frequency to the peak frequency of
the tSC was considered as a reference signal for theta cycles strongly
expressing the given tSC.MS spikes in each theta cyclewere aligned to
the largest trough of this reference signal and visualized as raster plots
and peri-event time histograms (PETHs), smoothed by a Gaussian
kernel (standard deviations: tSC1, 10ms; tSC2, 8ms; tSC3, 6ms; tSC4,
4ms; Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 6).

To quantify phase coupling to tSCs, instantaneous tSC phase was
computed as the phase of the complex Hilbert-transform of the
reference signal. We considered two full cycles around the largest
trough, reflecting the typical number of tSC cycles with sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio within one theta cycle. Phase values were assigned
to the spikes within this window by taking the instantaneous phase
values at the spike times. This resulted in systematically longer time
windows for slower tSCs, which could potentially lead to a systematic
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bias in statistical power. To correct for this, we determined the tSC
with the lowest number of action potentials, and spikeswere randomly
subsampled to yield an equal number of spikes for the other tSCs for
unbiased statistical comparison (except for juxtacellular recordings,
because of their short duration). Since we did not observe clear tSC5-
coupled firing patterns on the raster plots, we did not include the
fastest tSC5 components in this analysis. We tested significant phase
locking to the different tSCs after applying different temporal shifts on
the MS spike train in the −100 ms – 100ms range, recognizing that
different temporal offsets were possible between the two time
series49,72. Phase-coupling was tested by Rayleigh’s test at each shift
separately at p <0.05. To control type I errors caused by testing phase
coupling multiple times, we used Storey’s false discovery rate method
to adjust p-values73. Neurons with insufficient number of action
potentials (<10 in theta cycles during any of the tSCs) were auto-
matically considered as non-coupled to avoid false positives. Preferred
tSC phase of each tSC-coupled MS neuron was defined as the angle of
the first trigonometric moment of the spike phases. To control for
correlations driven by associations with theta phase, MS spikes were
randomly shuffledbetween theta cycleswhile conserving their time lag
from the theta peaks and phase coupling to tSC was tested as for the
non-shuffled spikes.

To visualize tSC-coupling on the population level, peri-event
phase histograms (PEPHs) were calculated (Figs. 3c, 5d, 7d and Sup-
plementary Fig. 19d). We calculated the firing rate in bins of π/20
radians around the largest tSC trough. PEPHs were smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel (0.3π standard deviation) and Z-score normalized.

We examined the temporal structure of correlation between
MS spiking and CA1 tSCs. Similar to crosscorrelation approaches,
the temporal lag that maximizes the correlation, here expressed as
phase coupling strength, reveals the temporal offset between cor-
responding changes in the underlying variables. Negative temporal
lags indicate shifting the CA1 tSC signal back or, equivalently,
shifting the MS spike train forward in time. We calculated Rayleigh’s
Z-value, the test statistic of Rayleigh’s test for circular uniformity, as
a function of a temporal shift added to the MS spikes in the range of
−100ms to +100ms, with a resolution of 1 ms (similar to refs. 49,72).
These Z-value functions were normalized by their maxima and
averaged across all coupled MS neurons for each tSC. Average
Z-value functions were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (1.5 ms
standard deviation) for visualization purposes (Fig. 4c, Supple-
mentary Figs. 9c and 10c).

To examine the frequency accommodation of tSCs, we measured
the time difference between the largest trough and the two troughs
preceding and following the largest trough in each theta cycle strongly
expressing the given tSC (Supplementary Fig. 11a). The average of
these timedifferenceswas computed for each session andeach tSC. To
compare these dynamics with their septal counterparts, we first cal-
culated PETHs triggered by the largest tSC trough for each single unit
coupled to the given tSC, then bandpass-filtered them around the
frequency of the concurrent tSC (passband frequency ranges: tSC1, 18-
35Hz; tSC2, 20-50Hz; tSC3, 30-70Hz; tSC4, 60-100Hz). We searched
for local maxima and minima in the filtered signal to detect peaks and
troughs. To identify troughs and peaks most likely related to the lar-
gest amplitude tSCcycle, we located the trough andpeak closest to the
optimal lag thatmaximized the phase coupling and calculated the time
difference between preceding and following troughs and peaks (Sup-
plementary Fig. 11b–d).

Analysis of stimulus-evoked CA1 tSCs and spiking activity
Stimulus evoked tSCs were analyzed using the same algorithms as the
spontaneous tSCs (see the “tSC extraction from hippocampal LFP”
section). Theta cycles and theta phase were automatically detected
using EEMDas described in the “tSCextraction fromhippocampal LFP”

section. Spikes of CA1 single units were aligned to the onset of the first
pulse of each tmS burst and visualized as raster plots and peri-stimulus
time histograms (PSTHs) smoothed by a Gaussian kernel of 2ms
standard deviation (Fig. 6c). Putative interneurons were identified
based on their high firing rate, narrow spike shape and characteristic
autocorrelogram (Supplementary Fig. 16b2,178,179).

Current source density analysis
Current source density (CSD) analysis was performed on the laminar
LFP recorded along the somato-dendritic axis of CA1 pyramidal neu-
rons by linear equidistant (Δz = 50μm) silicon probe contact sites to
localize currents sources of CA1 tSCs. It has been shown that if the
extracellular conductivity tensor is assumed to be isotropic and
homogenous, then the CSD signal can be expressed analogously with
the Poisson equation of electrostatics (for the derivation see e.g.
ref. 180). Consequently, in laminar structures, where the intra-layer
changes in the extracellular potential ðϕÞ are negligable, the CSD can
be approximated by the second spatial derivative of the LFP along the
z-direction perpendicular to the layer181,182:

CSD= � σ
∂2ϕ

∂2z
ð3Þ

where σ is the isotropic and homogeneous extracellular conductivity.
Therefore, we estimated the space and time dependent component of
the CSD signal (gCSD) on the n-th contact site at time t according to the
following formula15,22:

gCSD tð Þn ∼ LFP tð Þn�1 + LFP tð Þn+ 1 � 2 × LFP tð Þn ð4Þ

whereLFPðtÞn is the potentialmeasuredon then-th contact site at time
t. The theta phase – frequency plots of the supra-theta CSD signal
amplitude (Fig. 6d, e and Supplementary Fig. 17) were computed by
the same wavelet approach as that applied on the LFPs (e.g. Fig. 1c, see
the “tSC extraction from hippocampal LFP” section), similarly to
refs. 15,22. Theta phase was defined based on the radiatum layer LFP
for all plots, and tSCs were extracted from the radiatum layer LFP for
Supplementary Fig. 17.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The awake and anesthetized rodent electrophysiology recording data
used in this study have been deposited at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.
figshare.23798184. The optogenetic stimulation and electrophysiology
recording data generated in this study have been deposited at https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8191988. The juxtacellular recording data
from anatomically identified neurons used in this study have been
deposited at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8187903. Ventral hippo-
campal LFP recordings frommice in an elevated plusmaze used in this
study are available at https://doi.org/10.7272/Q6ZP44B984. All data
points underlying means, line graphs, box plots and scatter plots
presented in the figures are provided in a Source Data Excel file with
further labeled .mat files for panels presenting multidimensional data.
Further data is available from the lead contact upon request. Source
data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
MATLAB code developed to analyze the data is available at https://
github.com/kiralyb/MS_mod_tSC183 (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
8197408). Test data of a demo session of a chronically implanted
mouse is available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22060964.
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